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BULLETIN

• Dwelling approvals came in weaker than expected in Feb with 
a 1.9% decline vs the market and Westpac forecast of a 3% rise. 
This marks a third monthly fall in a row, suggesting approvals 
are making another leg lower after bumping around a weak 
level through most of last year. That said, the detail is less 
conclusive. 

• Note that most of the figures in the table and accompanying 
charts show approvals in rolling three-month average terms, to 
tone down the volatility of the monthly data.

• Private detached house approvals rebounded 10.7% in Feb 
from what looks to have been an abnormal seasonal drop in 
Jan. This more stable component is usually a better guide 
to trends and suggests the latest turn is a more modest 
weakening than the headline numbers indicate. 

• Weakness in the month centred on private sector units, down 
nearly 25% to a 12yr low. Within this segment, a sharp pull back 
in the lumpy ‘high rise’ component was partially offset by a 
jump in medium density approvals. Both have shown extreme 
volatility in recent months – par for the course for this segment 
but a warning that apparent trends can quickly reverse. 

• State results were also volatile, high-rise approvals contributing 
to a big 28.5%mth drop in Qld in the month and a partially 
offsetting 23.4% jump in NSW. Stripping this segment out, non 
high rise approvals are holding around weak levels in NSW and 
Qld, choppy in Vic but tracking a consistent up-trend in WA. 

• The value of renovation approvals held about flat in Feb but 
are down 4.1% on a rolling 3mth basis. The value of non-
residential building approvals dropped 16%mth, unwinding a 
bounce in Jan but still down sharply by 19% on a rolling 3mth 
basis. Given cost increases, the falling value of approvals is 
masking even steeper declines in the underlying ‘volume’ of 
work.

• Overall, the Feb building approvals data suggests the ‘front 
end’ of the construction pipeline is shrinking materially 
although the extent of the down-trend in dwelling construction 
is unclear. At current levels, annual new dwelling completions, 
which came in at just over 170k last year, will be tracking 
steadily lower towards 155k as the roughly 50k of backlogged 
projects clear. This is well below any reasonable estimates of 
underlying demand (which is likely around 210k a year) let 
alone the ambitious ‘catch-up’ targets of 240k a year set by the 
Housing Accord. Notably, the renovation pipeline also looks to 
be shrinking while non res building approvals are falling very 
sharply. In dollar terms, the nominal value of total building 
approvals is down 8%qtr, a drag equivalent to 0.8% of GDP.

Matthew Hassan, Senior Economist
Antoinette Ayoub, Graduate

Australian dwelling approvals: moving lower again
February -1.9%mth, -5.8%yr
Construction pipeline continues to shrink

Building approvals – February 2024
3mth %chg* %yr

3mth avg latest Jan Feb Jan Feb
Private houses 8,141 -4.9 -5.6 -4.6 -3.3

Private units 4,379 2.2 -17.7 -14.0 -20.2

Public dwellings 273 12.4 41.4 -40.7 -16.6

Total dwellings 12,793 -2.1 -9.5 -9.2 -10.1

Total dwellings, mthly* 12,520 -2.5 -1.9 4.1 -5.8

 – units in 'high rise'^ 5,403 -0.7 3.5 -25.0 -18.4

 – units in 'low rise'^ 2,258 -8.5 -7.7 -14.6 -12.2

Renovations, $bn 1.005 -2.6 -4.1 3.4 0.7

Non–res., $bn 4.444 -19.6 -19.2 -11.9 -18.7
*figures for ‘total dwellings mthly’ are monthly and mthly%ch, all others are rolling 3mth avg 
and 3mth%ch; ^all sectors, Westpac estimates              
Sources: ABS, Westpac Economics
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Dwelling approvals: major segment
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‘Low-mid rise’ approvals: by state
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Dwelling approvals: detailed segment

‘High rise’ approvals: by state
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Non high rise approvals: by state
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Detached house approvals: by state
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Dwelling approvals: avg value
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Value of renovation & non residential approvals
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Total dwelling approvals: by state
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